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Growing up in a small town outside of
Indianola, MS without a father around life
was quite challenging
for Meshia.
Independent , strong minded, thoughtful,
considerate, outspoken and hates to see
anyone being mistreated is the best way to
describe this one of a kind personality. The
information she knew about men was
hands on experience in her own household
growing up. She knew men couldnt be
trusted from seeing the way her mother
was treated. Lets see if Meshia is strong
enough to handle her own ride of lust and
love from the physical and verbal abuse
she received from her own relationships.
Will she be able to forgive the ones that
have hurt her and finally accept herself and
things she cant change in life? Will this
outspoken personality of hers get her in
something that she cant quite step out of?
Why Should I Settle For Less- Meshias
personal life experiences will keep every
reader turning the page. It gives a sense of
motivation for anyone to strive for the best
and not to focus on settling for less.
Although, tears will be shed, and laughter
will be heard every reader will finish
reading with a new and profound insight
towards life!
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9 Signs Youre Settling In Your Relationship - Bustle Sure, we all look, but extensive daydreams about trading up are
not where your mind should be. Believe it or not, some people actually fantasize about their real Why You Should
Never Settle For Less - The Odyssey Online Jan 28, 2016 Many working people settle for a so-so career. Are any of
these five bad excuses keeping you from following your dreams? Why You Should Never Settle For Less Than You
Deserve Jun 16, 2014 People are always saying you shouldnt settle for less than you deserve. The Secret To Never
Settling For Less In Your Career - Forbes May 4, 2015 These are some of the lessons Ive learned settling for less
than what I deserve. Which is not true, you should feel the credit on taking off your 4 Reasons People Settle For Less
(And How I Got Past It) - Tony Jan 13, 2017 A person becomes an accomplice in their own dissatisfaction when they
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constantly settle for less than what they want. As you begin to make 11 Warning Signs That Youre Settling For Less
In Life - Lifehack Aug 8, 2014 If youve spent any time interviewing for a job in the past five years, it can seem like a
one way street: A historically tight job market has given Dont Ever Settle For Less Than You Deserve Thought
Catalog Jan 30, 2016 Are you settling for less than you deserve in a relationship? Never settle 20 Things You Should
NEVER Settle For In A Relationship. by Steffi You Should Never Settle For Less Than You Deserve Thought Feb
25, 2015 Once you finally find someone youre pretty compatible with, youll might just throw in the towel and settle
into a long-term relationship. 5 Signs Youre Settling for Less Than You Deserve - Mar 30, 2017 Ah, settling. Dont
you hate that word? Does anyone REALLY want to settle? Read about why you should never settle for less. Why You
Should Never Settle - Elite Daily 1. Never Settle in a Relationship. In relationships dont underestimate the concept of
never settle for less. Girls often tend to lower their standards and try to change guys in order to get them to act the way
they want guys to act. Why You Shouldnt Just Settle For Anyone I often see people settle for less than they deserve in
personal relationships: When youre making excuses about why you should stay put rather than going for Never Settle
for Less than You Deserve: 4 Reasons Why You - Slism Apr 3, 2014 Settling is an ugly, depressing word. Few
people would suggest outright that you should settle for less than you want and deserve in a Easy Come, Easy Go: Why
Men Should Stop Settling For Less Than Feb 2, 2016 Here are the many ways you could be settling and the reasons
why you shouldnt. Scientists are beginning to understand why we settle for less than That is NOT settling for less.
Someone deciding that my current relationship isnt up to THEIR standards, and that I should still be pursuing said GC?
Nuts. What does settling for less actually mean in a relationship? - Quora Its what my mother got so why should I
get more. If youre settling for something less painful than abuse, like crumbs of love or lack of support, or other things
20 Things You Must NEVER Settle For Less In A Relationship Jan 20, 2016 Of course you know you should never
settle for less than you deserve. Yet after any prolonged period of dating dry spells or just straight up 8 Signs Youre
Settling For Less Than You Deserve in Love - Bolde Check this list for warning signs than you are settling for less
than you deserve. You should care more about your friends, and let them have their moment. Five Bad Reasons To
Settle For Less Than Your Dreams - Forbes Settling for less is an epidemic with women especially. They settle for
less than they deserve in careers, friendships, and most importantly, in relationships. It happens so often during the
dating process, and this inevitably results in too much time and energy spent on the wrong man. 4 Reasons Not to Settle
in a Relationship Psychology Today Feb 24, 2014 Its easy to convince ourselves that we should keep our
expectations and standards low to avoid getting hurt or let down. Its easy to look in the Why You Shouldnt Settle For
Less - The Skinny Confidential Jan 30, 2017 Love is supposed to better you it should lift you higher. So dont settle
for anything less than extraordinary, genuine love. Dont chase after Are You Settling for Less Than You Deserve in a
Relationship? Feb 16, 2015 Every now and then I get feedback from readers telling me that my articles portray
unrealistic figures or people, who dont really exist. No man Apr 4, 2017 But at the same time, you should never let
yourself be in those situations again. Never ever settle for less. Because You deserve so much Carol Chanel Why Are
You Settling for Crumbs? When you can 5 Signs Youre Settling For Less Than You Deserve In A Jun 10, 2013
People assume that certain actions should not be taken unless the The minute you settle for less than you deserve, you
get even less than Why Do You Settle for Less? - Caroline Myss - Jun 16, 2015 like the two of you dont quite meet
as eye-to-eye as you feel you should? How can we stop settling for less than what we know we deserve 5 Ways to Stop
Settling for Less Than You Deserve Psychology Feb 4, 2010 from what to order on a menu to who we should be
with in a relationship. Settling for something less than what you want is something you
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